
Unit 3: Ideals - Station Directions 
Important station directions reminders: Complete your stations notebook checklist before you begin the 
station. Remember your notebook checklist assesses different standards than the standards assessed at 
each station. In other words, they are different grades. Go to my website for student work examples. 

Imagination Station: Independent

Mapping Station: Collaborative

Writing Station: Independent

Invent a machine that measures how well an American war lives up to American ideals of democracy, rights, liberty, opportunity, and equality. 

Draw, build, or describe your machine and how it measures the balance between a war and our country’s ideals.

Choose at least one of the American wars. 

Create a historic or political map about that 

war, and a legend to go along with your map. 

Then, step back and analyze your map. What do 

you see? What evidence shows how much the 

war lived up to American ideals of democracy, 

rights, liberty, opportunity, and equality. Write 

your answer into your notebook

Write an expository short essay that answers your guiding question.  

Think and write like a philosopher in your short expository essay, by comparing, 
contrasting, analyzing, synthesizing, adding, and subtracting information about one or more of the American wars that you have read about.

http://ddetterich.weebly.com/example-student-work.html
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Digital Station: Independent

Discussion Station: Collaborative

Use your digital expert tool to demonstrate your answer to your guiding question. 

**Important** Remember to share your work if you haven’t already. If you have not yet shared your work, please ask me to 
suggest the best, most efficient, way to share your digital work with me.

Act-It-Out Station: Collaborative

Discuss your guiding questions to decide which 

of your questions is the most important to 

answer. Then, discuss and debate the evidence, 

in order to find the best possible answer to that 

question.  

If time permits, debate this question:  

“Which war (Revolutionary War, Mexican-

American War, or Civil War) was justified 

(fought for legitimate reasons) and why?”

Pretend that you are people affected by one of the three wars that you are studying. Create a skit in which those people are dealing with the effects of the war. Your characters should either agree with the war or disagree with the war, because they feel that the ideals of 
democracy, rights, liberty, opportunity, and equality are being defended OR not being 
defended.
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